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THE GROWTH OF THE STEAM-ENGINE.
CHAPTER

I.

THE S1'EAM-ENGJNE AS A SIMPLE MACHINE.

SECTION 1.-THE PERIOD OF SPECULATION-FROM HERO
TO WORCESTER, B. C.

200

TO A. D.

1650.

of the greatest of modern philosophers-the found
er of that system of scientific philosophy which traces the
procesdes of evolution in every department, whether phys
ical or intellectual-has devoted a chapter of his " First
Principles " of the new system to the consideration of the
multiplication of the effects of the various forces, social and
other, ,vhich are continually ·modifying this wonderful and
mysterious universe of which we form a part. Herbert
Spencer, himself an engineer, there traces the wide-spread
ing, never-ceasing influences of new inventions, of the intro
duction of new forms of mechanism, and of the growth of
indust1ial organization, with a clearness and a conciseness
which are so eminently characteristic of his style. His
illustration of this idea by reference to the manifold effects
of the introduction of stean1•po\ver and its latest cmbodiONE
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ment, the locomotive-engine, is one of the strongest passages
in his work. The power of the steam-engine, and its incon
ceivable importance as an agent of civilization, has always
been a favorite theme with philosophers and historians as
well as poets. As Religion has always been, and still is,
the great moral agent in civilizing the world, and as Science
is the great in,tellectual promoter of civilization, so the
Steam-Engine is, in modern times, the most important phys
ical agent in that great work.
It would be superfluous to attempt to · enumerate the
benefits which it has conferred upon the human race, for
such an enumeration ,vould include an addition to every
comfort and the creation of almost every luxury that we
now enjoy. The ,vonderful progress of the present century
is, in a very great degree, due to the invention and im
provement of the steam-engine, and to the ingenious appli
cation of its power to kinds of ,vork that formerly taxed
the physical energies of the human race. '\'Ve cannot exam
ine the methods and processes of any branch of industry
,vithout discovering, somewhere, the assistance and support
of this wonderful machine. Relieving 1nankind from man. ual toil, it has left to the intellect the privilege of directing
the power, formerly absorbed in physical labor, into other
and more profitable channels. The intelligence which has
thus conquered the powers of Nature, now finds itself free
to do head-work ; the force formerly utilized in the carry
ing of water and the he\ving of wood, is now expended in
the God-like work of THOUGHT. What, then, can be more
interesting than to trace the history of the growth of this
wonderful machine ?-the greatest among the many great
creations of one of God's most beneficent gifts to man-the
power of invention.
,vhile following the records and traditions "rhich relate
to the steam-eng-ine, I propose to call attention to the fact
that its history illustrates the very important truth : Great
inven,tions are never, u1ul ureut discoveries are selcloni, tlte
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work of any one mind. Every great invention is really
either an aggregation of minor inventions, or the final step
of a progression. It is not a creation, but a gro'loth-as
truly so as is that of the trees in the forest. Hence, the
same invention is frequently brought out in several coun
tries, and by several individuals, simultaneously. Fre
quently an important invention is made before the world is
ready to receive it, and the unhappy inventor is taught, by
his failure, that it is as unfortunate to be in advance of his
age as to be behind it. Inventions only become successful
when they are not only needed, but when mankind is so far
advanced in intelligence as to appreciate and to express the
necessity for them, and to at once make use of them.
l'lore than half a century ago, an able New England
writer, in a communication to an English engineering
periodical, described the new machinery which was built
at Newport, R. I., by John Babcock and Robert L. Thurs
ton, for one of the first steamboats that ever ran bet"\\·cen
that city and New York. He prefaced his description with
a frequently-quoted remark to the effect that, as Minerva
sprang, mature in mind, in full stature of body, and com
pletely armed, from the head of Jupiter, so the steam-engine
came forth, perfect at its birth, from the brain of James
Watt. But we shall see, as we examine the records of its
history, that, although James Watt was an, inventor, and
probably the greatest of the inventors of the steam-engine,
he was still but one of the many men who have aided in
perfecting it, and who have now made us so familiar with
it, and its tremendous po'Wler and its facile adaptations, that
we have almost ceased to admire it, or to wonder at the
workings of the still more admirable intelligence that has
so far perfected it.
Twenty-one centuries ago, the political power of Greece
was broken, although Grecian civilization had risen to its
zenith. Rome, ruder than her polished neighbor, was grow
ing continually stronger, and was rapidly gaining territory by
i
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absorbing weaker states. Egypt, older in civilization than
either Greece or -Rome, fell but two oenturies later before
the assault of the younger states, · and became a Roman
province. Her principal city was at this time Alexandria,
founded by the great .soldier whose name it bears, when in
the full tide of his prosperity. It had now become a great
and prosperous city,. the centre of: the commerce of the
world, the home of students and of learned men, and its
population was the wealthiest and most civilized of the then
known world.
It is among the relics of that ancient Egyptian civiliza
tion that we find the first records in the early history of the
steam-engine..· In Alexandria, the home of Euclid, the great
geometrician, and possibly contemporary with that talented
engineer and mathematician, Archimedes, a learned writ
er, called Hero, produced a manuscript which he entitled
"Spiritalia ·seu Pneumatica."
It is quite uncertain whether Hero was the inventor of
any number of the contrivances described in his work. It
is most probable that the apparatus described are prin,.
cipally devices which had either been long · known, or
which were invented by Ctesibus, an inventor who was
famous for the number and· ingenuity of the hydraulic and
pneumatic machines that he devised. Hero states, in his
Introduction, his intention to describe existing ·1rtachines
and earlier inventions, and to add his own. Nothing in the
text, however, indicates to whom the several machines are
to be ascribed. 1
The first part of Hero's work is devoted to applications
The British }[useum contains four manuscript copies of Hero's "Pneu
matics," which were written in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. These
manuscripts have been examined with great. care, and a translation from
them prepared by Prof. J. G. Greenwood, and published at the desire
of )(r. Bennett ,voodcroit, the author of a ,·alunblc little treatise on
"St<'a:n Navigation." This is, so far as the author is aware, the only
c.xistiug BnGlish translation of any portion of llero's works.
1
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of the syphon. The 11th proposition is the first applica
tion of heat to produce motion of fluids.
An altar and its pedestal are hollow and air-tight. A
liquid is poured into the pedestal, and a pipe inserted, of
which the lower end passes beneath the surface of the
liquid, and the upper extremity leads through a figure stand
ing at the altar, and terminates in a vessel inverted above
this altar. ,vhen a fire is made on the altar, the heat pro
duced expands the confined air, and the liquid is driven up
the tube, issuing from the vessel in the hand of the figure
standing by the altar, which thus seems to be offering a
libation. This toy embodies the essential principle of all
modern heat-engines-the change of energy from the form
known as heat-energy into mechanical energy, or work. It
is not at all improbable that this prototype of the modern
wonder-working machine may have been known centuries
before the time of Hero.
Many forms of hydraulic apparatus, including the hand
fire-engine, which is familiar to us, and is still used in
many of our smaller cities, are described, the greater num
l
Jer of which are probably attributable to Ctesibus. They
demand no description here.
A hot-air engine, however, which is the subject of his
37th proposition, is of real interest.
Hero sketches and describes a method of opening tem
ple-doors by the action of :fire on an altar, which is an
ingenious device, and contains all the- elements of the
machine of the 1\:larquis of Worcester, which is generally
considered the first real steam-engine, with the single and
vital defect that the expanding fluid is air instead of steam.
The sketch, from Greenwood's translation, exhibits the de
vice very plainly. Beneath the temple-doors, in the space
AB O .D, is placed a spherical vessel, H, containing water.
A pipe, .Ji"' G, connects the upper part of this sphere with
the hollow and air-tight shell of the altar above, .D E.
Another pipe, KL M, leads from the bottom of the ves-
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sel, H, over, in syphon-shape, to the bottom of a suspended
bucket, NX The suspending cord is carried over a pulley
and led around two vertical barrels, 0 P, turning on pivots

l!"lo. 1.-0pening Temple-Doors by Steam.

D,

o. 2-00.

at thei1· feet; and carrying the doors above. Ropes led over
a pulley, R, sustain a counterbalance, W. ·
On building a fire on the altar, the heated air within ex
pands, passes through the pipe, F G, and drives the water
contained in the vessel, H, through the syphon, ICL M,
into the bucket, NX. The weight of the bucket, which
then descends, turns the bar1·els, 0 P, raises the counter
balance, and opens the doors of the temple. On extinguish
ing the fire, the aii· is condensed, tl1e. water returns through
the syphon from the bucket to the sphere, the counterbal
ance falls, and the doors are closed.
.Another contrivance is next described, in which the
bucket is replaced by an air-tight bag, which, expanding as
the heated air enters it, contracts vertically and actuates
the mechanism, which in other respects is similar to · that
just described.
- In these devices the spherical vessel. is a perfect antici-
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pation of the vessels used many centuries later by several
�o-called inventors of the steam-engine.
Proposition 45 describes the familiar e�periment of a
ball supported aloft by a jet of fluid. In this example
steam is generated in a close Qauldron, and issues from a
pipe inserted in the top, the ball dancing on the issuing jet.
No. 47 is a. device subsequently reproduced-perhaps
1·einvented by the second Marquis of W01·cester.
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Fro, 2.-. Steam Fountain, n. o. 200.

A strong, close vessel, AB O .J), forms a pedestal, on
which ai:e mounted a spherical vessel, E F, and a basin.
A· pipe, HK, is led from the bottom of the larg·er vessel
into the upper part of the sphere, and another pipe from the
lower pa1-t' of the latter, in the form of a syphon, over to
the basin, M. A d.1·ain-pipe, N O, leads from the basin. to
the 1·eservoir, A .D. ' The whole contrivance is called " A
fountain which is made to flow by the action of the sun's
rays."
It is operated thus : The vessel, EF, being filled nea1·ly
to the top with water, or other liquid, and exposed to the
action of the sun's rays, the air above the water expands,
an4 drives the liquid over; through the syphon, G, into the
.
basin, M, and it will fall into the pedestal, AB O .D.
· �ero goes on to state that, on the removal of the sun's
rays, the .air in the sphere �ill contract, and that the water

'.
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will be returned to the sphere from the pedestal. · ,This can;
evidently, only occur when the pipe G is closed ·previpus to
the : oom:t.11encement of.: this.. cooling. No such cock is. men
tioQed, and i� is not -�nlikely that the:deviQe only existed on
paper.
Several steam-boilers a1·e described, usually simple pipes
.or cylindrical vesseJs, and . the steam generated in them by
the l1eat of. the fire o� the altar forms a steam-blast. This
blast is either directed into the fire, or it " makes a black
bird sing," blows a horn for a tr�ton, or does other equally
useless ,vork. In one.device, No. 70, the steam issues from,
a reaction-wheel revolving in the horizontal plane, and
causes dancing images to .ci1·cle �bout the altar. ' A more
mechanical and more gene1·�lly-known form· of this device
is that which is frequently described ::\S 'the "First Steam
· Engine." The sketcl1 from Stuart is similar in general
form, but more elaborate in detail, than that copied by
Greenwood, which is here also .1·eproduced, as 1·epresenting
more accurately the simple form 1vhich the mechanism of
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the ." &olipile,'tor Ball, of. JEolqs,·.assumed fu-those early
times.
The cauld1·on, AB, contains water, and is covered by the
steam-tight cover, 0 .D. A globe is supported above the
· cauldron by a pai1· of tubes, te1·minating, the one, 0 M, in a
.
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pivot, L, and the other, E F, opening directly into the
sphere at G. Short, bent pipes, .JI and K, issue from points
diarnetrically opposite each other, and are open at their
extremities.
A fire being made beneath the cauldron, steam is forn1ed
· and finds exit through the pipe, E F G, into the globe,
and thence rushes out of the pipes, HK, turning the globe
on its axis, G L, by the unbalanced pressure thus produced.
The more elaborate sketch ,vhich forms the frontis
piece represents a machine of similar character. Its design
and ornamentation illustrate "\-vell the characteristics of
ancient art, and the Greek idea of the steam-engine.
This "1Eolipilee" consisted of a globe, ....¥, suspended be
tween trunnions, G 0, through one of which stean1 enters
r
from the boiler, P, below. The hollow, bent arms, Tf and
Z, cause the vapor to issue in such directions that the reac
tion produces a rotary .movement of the globe, just ase· the
rotation of reaction water-wheels is produced by the out
flowing water.
It is quite uncertain whether this machine was ever
more than a toy, although it has been supposed by some
authorities that it was actually used by the Greek priests
for the purpose of producing motion of apparatus in their
temples.
It seems sufficiently remarkable that, while the power of
steam had been, during all the many centuries that 1nan has
existed upon the globe, so universally displayed in so many
of the phenomena of natural change, that mankind lived
almost up to the Christian era without making it useful in
giving motion even to a toy ; but it excites still greater
surprise that, from the tin1e of Hero, we meet with no good
evidence of its application to practical purposes for niany
hundreds of years.
liere and there in the pages of history, and in special
treatises, we find a hint that the knowledge of the force of
steam was not lost ; but it is �ot at all to the credit of biog3
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raphers and of historians, that they have devoted so little
time to the task of seeking and recording information relat
ing to the progress of this and other important inventions
and irnprovements in the mechanic arts.
l\{al1nesbury states I that, in the year A. D. 1125, there
existed at Rheims, in the church of that town, a clock de-
signed or constructed by Gerbert, a professor in the schools
there, and an organ blown by air escaping from a vessel in
which it was compressed " by heated water."
_ Hieronymus Cardan, a ,vonderful mathematical genius,
a most eccentric philosopher, and a distinguished physician,
about the middle of the sixteenth century called atten
tion, in his writings, to the power of steam, and to the fa
cility with_ which a vacuum can be obtained by its con
densation. This Cardan was the author of " Cardan's
Formula," or rule for the solution of cubic equations, and
was the inventor of the " smoke-jack." He has been called
a " philosopher, juggler, and madman." He was certainly
a learned mathematician, a skillful physician, and a good
mechanic.
Many traces are found, in the history of the sixteenth
century, of the existence of some knowledge of the prop
erties of steam, and some anticipation of the advantages
to follow its application. J\'Iatthesius, A. D. 1571, in one of
his sermons describes a contrivance which may be termed
a steam-engine, and enlarges on the " tremendous results
which may follow the volcanic action of a small quantity of
confined vapor ; " 11 and another writer applied the steam
roolipile of Hero to turn the spit, and thus rivaled and ex
celled Cardan, who was introducing his " smoke-jack."
As Stuart says, the inventor enumerated its excellent
qualities with great minuteness. He claimed that it would
" eat nothing, and giving, withal, an assurance to those parStuart's " Anecdotes."
" Berg-Postilla, oder Sarepta von Bergwerk und Metallen." Nurem•
berg, 1571.
1
2
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taking of the feast, whose suspicious natures nurse queasy
appetites, that the haunch has not been pawed by the turn
spit in the absence of the housewife's eye, for the pleasure
of licking his unclean fingers." 1
Jacob Besson, a Professor of }Iathematics and Natural
Philosophy at Orleans, and who was in his time distin
guished as a mechanician, and for his ingenuity in contriv
ing illustrative models for use in his lecture-room, left evi
dence, which Beroaldus collected and published in 1578,2
that he had found the spirit of his time sufficiently enlight
ened to encourage him to pay great attention to applied
mechanics and to mechanism. There was at this time a
marked awakening of the more intelligent men of the age
to the value of practical mechanics. A scientific tract, pub
lished at Orleans in 1569, and probably written by Besson,
describes very intelligently the generation of steam by the
communication of heat to water, and its peculiar properties.
The French were now becoming more interested in me•
chanics and the allied sciences, and philosophers and literati,
of native birth and imported by the court from other coun
tries, were learning more of the nature and importance of
such studies as have a bearing upon the work of the engi
neer and of the meehanic.
Agostino Ramelli, an Italian of good family, a student
and an artist when at leisure, a soldier and an engineer in
busier times, was born and educated at Rome, but subse
quently was induced to make his home in Paris. He pub
lished a book in 1588, in which he described many ma
chines, adapted to various purposeR, with a skill that was
only equaled by the accuracy and general excellence of his
delineations. This work was produced while its author was
3

1

" History of the Steam-Engine," 1825.
' " Theatrum Instrumentorum et Machinarum, Jacobi Bessoni, cum
Franc Beroa.ldus, figuarum declaratione demonstrativa." Lugduni, 1578.
3 " Le diverse et arti:ficiose machine del Capitano .Agostino Ramelli,
del Ponte della Pre:fia.'' Paris, 1588.
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residing at the French capital, supported by a pension which
had been awarded him by Henry III. as a reward for long
and faith£ul services.
rJ'he books of Besson and of Ramelli are the first treatises
of importance on general machinery, and were, for many
years, at once the sources from which later writers dre,v
the principal portion of their information in relation to ma
chinery, and wholesome stimulants to the study of mechan
ism. r.rhese works contain descriptions of many machines
subsequently reinvented and claimed as new by other me
chanics.
Leonardo da Vinci, well known as a mathematician, en
gineer, poet, and painter, of the sixteenth century, describes,
it is said, a steam-gun, which he calls the " Architonnerre,"
and ascribes to Archimedes. It was a machine composed of
copper, and seems to have had considerable power. It threw
a ball weighing a talent. The steam was generated by per
mitting water in a closed vessel to fall on surfaces heated
by a charcoal fire, and by its sudden expansion to eject the
ball.
In the year 1825, the superintendent of the royal Spanish
archives at Simancas furnished· an account which, it was
said, had been there discovered of an attempt, made in
1543 by Blasco de Garay, a Spanish navy-officer under
Charles V., to move a ship by paddle-wheels, driven, as was
inferred from the account, by a steam-engine.
It is impossible to say to how much credit the story is
entitled, but, if true, it was the first attempt, so far as is now
known, to make steam useful in developing power for prac
tical purposes. Nothing is known of the form of the engine
employed, it only having been stated that a " vessel of boil
ing water " formed a part of the apparatus.
The account is, however, in other respects so circum
stantial, that it has been credited by many ; but it is re
garded as apocryphal by the majority of writers upon the
subject. It was published in 1826 by M. de Navarrete, in
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Zach's " Astronomical Correspondence," in the form of a
letter from Thomas Gonzales, Director of the Royal Ar
chives at Simancas, Spain.
In 1601, Giovanni Battista della Porta, in a work called
" Spiritali," described an apparatus by which the pressure
of steam might be made to raise a colun1n of water. It in
cluded the application of the condensation of stean1 to the
production of a vacuum into which the water would flow.
Porta is described as a mathematician, chemist, and
physicist, a gentleman of fortune, and an enthusiastic stu
dent of science. His home in Naples was a rendezvous
for students, artists, and men of science distinguished in
every branch. He invented the magic lantern and the
camera ohscura, and described it in his comn1entary on the
" Pneumatica." In his work,1 he described th.is machine
for raising water-, as shown in Fig. 4, which differs from one
shown by Hero in the use of steam pressure, instead of the
pressure of heated air, for expelling the liquid.
,.fhe retort, or boiler, is fitted to a tank from which the
bent pipe leads into the external air. A fire being kindled
under the retort, the steam generated rises to the upper
part of the tank, and its pressure on the surface of the
water drives it oute. through the pipe, and it is then led to
any desired height. This was called by Porta a� improved
" Hero's Fountain," and was named hise" Steam Fountain."
He described with perfect accuracy the action of condensa
tion in producing a vacuum, and sketched an apparatus in
"rhich the vacuum thus secured was filled by water forced
in by the pressure of the external atmosphere. His con
trivances were not apparently ever applied to any practically
useful purpose. We have not yet passed out of the age of
speculation, and are just approaching the period of applica
tjon. Porta is, nevertheless, entitled to credit as having pro" Pneumaticorum libri tres," etc., 4to. Naplct:1, 1601. ,: I Tre Libri
de' Spiritali." Napo!i, 1606.
1

/
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posed an essential change in this succession, which begins
with Hero, and ,vhich did not end ,vith \'Vatt�
The use of steam in Hero's fountain ,vas as necessary a
step as, althougl1 less striking than, any of the subsequent
modifications of the machine.e· In Porta's contrivance, too,
we should note particularly the separation of the boiler from

•

F10.

4.-Porta's Apparatus, A. D, 1601..

thee" forcing vessel "-a plan often claimed as original with.
later inventors, and as constituting a fair ground for special
distinction.
,
The rude engraving (Fig. 4) above is copied from the
book of Porta, and sho,vs plainly the boiler mounted above
a furnace, from the door of ,vhich the flame is seen issuing,
�nd above is the tank containing ,vater. The opening in the
top is closed by the plug, as sho,vn, and the steam issuing

I
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from the boiler into the tank near the top, the water is
driven out thro"'.lgh the pipe at the left, leading· up from the
bottom of the tank.
Florence Rivault, a Gentleman of the Bedchamber to

�---_,,.

�-

A.

-
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Fro. 5.-Do Caus's Apparatus, A. o. 1605.

,
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Hem·y IV., and a teacher of Louis - XIII., is stated by M.
Arago, the French philosopher, to have discovered, as early
as 1605, that ,vater confined in a bomb-shell and there heat
ed would explode the shell, however thick its ,valls might
be made. '"I'he fact ,vas published in Rivault's treatise on
artillery in 1608. Ile says : " The ,vater is converted into
air, and its vaporization is followed by violent explosion."
. In 1615, Salomon de Caus, ,vho had been an engineer
and architect under Louis XIII. of France, a_nd later in the
c1nploy of the English Prince of Wales, published a work:
" Les Raisons
des Forces l\iouvante�,
at F1·ankfort, entitled
.
.
avec diverses machines tant utile que plaisante/' in ,vhich
he illustrated his proposition, " Water will, by the aid of
fire, mount higher than its source," by describing a machine
· designed to 1·aise ,vater by the expanding po,ver of steam.
In the sketch here given (Fig. 5), and which is copied _
from the original ine" Les Raisons des Forces Mouvantes,"
etc., A is the copper ball containing water ; B, the cock at
the extre1nity of the pipe, taking water from · the bottom, 0,
of the vessel ; .D, the cock through which the vessel is filled.
"l,he sketch was probably made by De Caus's own hand.
The machine of De Caus, like that of Porta, thus consisted
of a metal vessel partly filled ,vith ,vater, and in which a pipe .
,vas fitted, leading nearly to the bottom, and open at the
top. I?ire being applied, the steam formed by its elastic
force drove the ,vater out through the vertical pipe, 1·aising
it to a height limited only by either the desire of the
builder or the strengtl1 of the vessel.
In 1629, Giovanni Branca, of the Italian town of Loretto,
' described, in a work 1 published at Rome, a number of in-
genious mechanical contrivances, among which was a steam•
engine (Fig.e• 6), in ,vhich the steam, issuing from a boiler,
impinged upon the vanes of. a horizontal ,vheel. This it
,vas proposed to apply to many useful purposes.
' " Le }fachinc dcvcrsc del Signior Giovanni B1·anca, cittadino Romano,
Ingcgnie1·0, Architctto dclla Sta. Casa di Loretto." Roma, MDCXXIX.
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At this time experiinents ,vere. in progress in England
which soon resulted in the useful application of steam
po,ver to raising ,vater.
A patent, dated January 21, 1630, ,vasegranted
to David
·e
Ramseye 1 by Charles I., ,vhich covered a number of dis-

F10.

6.-Branca's Steam•Englno,

A. D.

1629.

tinct inventions. These we1·e : " 1. To multiply and make
saltpeter in any open field, in fower acres of ground, suffi
cient to serve all our do1ninions. 2. To raise water from
low pitts by fire.e, 3. To make any sort of mills to goe on
standing waters by continual motion, ,vithout help of ,vind,
wate1·, or ho1·se. 4. To make all sortes of tapistrie without
any weaving-loom, or waie eve1' yet in use in this kingdome.
5. . To make boats, shippes, and barges to goe against strong
wind and tide. 6. To make the earth mole fertile than usual.
7. To raise water from lo,v places and mynes, and coal
pitts, by a new waie never yet in use. 8. To make hard
iron soft, and likewise copper to be tuffe and soft, which is ·
not in use in this kingdome. 9. To make yellow waxe ,vhite ·
ve1·ie speedilie."
. This seems to have been the first authentic reference to
1

Rymer's " Fredera," Sanderson. Ewbank's " Hydraulics," p. 419.
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the use of steam in · the arts ,vhich has been found in Eng
lish literature. . The patentee held his grant fourteen years,
on condition of paying an annual , fee of £3 6s. 8d. to the
Crown.
The second claim is. distinct as an application of steam,
the language being that which was then, and fo1· a cen
tury and a half subsequently, al,vays employed in speaking
of its use. The steam-engine, in all its forms, was at that
time kno,vn as the " fire-engine." It ,vould seeme. not
at all improbable that the third, fifth, and seventh claims
are also applications of steam-po,ver.
Thomas Grant, in 1632, and Edward Ford, in 1640, also
patented schemes, which have not been described in detail,
for moving ships against wind and tide by some new and
great force.
Dr. John Wilkins, Bishop of Chester, an eccentric but
learned and acutee· scholar, described, in ·1648, Cardan's
smoke-jack, the earlier reolipiles, and the po,ver of the con
fined steam, and suggested, in a humorous discourse, what
he thought to be perfectly feasible-the construction of a
· flying-machine. · He says : " Might not a ' high pressuree'
be applied with advantage to move wings as large as those
of the ' ruck's ' or the ' chariot ' ? The engineer mig11t
prol;)ably find a corner that ,vould do for a coal-st�tion
near some of the ' castlese' " (castles in the aii·). rrhe rev
erened wit proposed the application of the smoke-jack to
the chiming of bells, thee·1·eeling of yarn, and to rocking
the cradle.
Bishop Wilkins wi·ites, in 1648 (" Mathematical Magice"),
of reolipiles as familiar and useful pieces of apparatus, and
describes them as consisting " of some such material as may
endure the :fire, having a small hole at which they are filled
with ,vater, and out of whicl1 (when the vessels are heated)
the air doth issue fortl1 with a strong and lasting violence."
" They are," the bishop adds, " frequently used for the ex
citing and contracting of heat. in the melting of glasses or

•
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metals. They may also be contrived to be serviceable for
sundry othei· pleasant uses, as for the moving of sails in a
chimney-corner, the motion of ,vhich sails may be applied
to the turning of a spit, or the like."
Kircher gives an engraving (" Mundus Subterraneus ")
sho,ving the last-named application of the reolipile ; and.
Erckern (" Aula Subterrauea," 1672) gives a picture illus
trating their application to the production of a blast in smelt
ing ores. They seem to have1>een frequently used, and in all
parts of Europe, during the seventeenth century, for blow
ing firese. in houses, as well as in the practical , vork of the
various trades, and for improving the draft of chimneys.
The latter application is revived very frequently by the
'
modern inventor.
SECTION

II. - THE

PERIOD

wORCES

OF APPLICATION-

TER, PAPIN, AND SAVERY.

We. next meet with the first instance in which .the ex
pansive force of steam is supposed to have actually been
applied to do important and useful ,vork.
In 1663, Edward Somerset, second Marquis of Worces
ter, published a curious collection of descriptions of his in
ventions, couched in obscure and sing1:1lar language, and
called " A Century of the Names and Scantlings of Inven
tions by me already Practised."
One of these .inventions is an apparatus for raising , va
ter by steam. . The description wa� not accompanied by a
dra,ving, but the sketch here given (Fig. 7) is thought
probably to resembl� one of his earlier contrivances very
closely.
Steam is generated in the boiler a, and thence is led into
the vessel e, alr�ady nearly filled ,vith ,vater, and fitted up
like the apparatus of De {Jaus. It drives the ,vater in a jet
out through the pipe .f. The vessel e is then shut off from
the boiler a, is again filled 1;hrough the pip� Ii, and the oper-
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ation is repeated. Stua1·t thinks it possible that the mar
quis may have even made an engine ,vith a piston, and
sketches it. 1 The instruments of Porta and of De Caus
,vere " steam fountains," and ,vere probably applied, if used
at all, merely to ornamental purposes. That of the Mar-

Edw1U'd Somerset, tho Second 1Iarquls of ,vorcester.

quis of Worcester was actually used for the purpose of
elevating ,vater for pi·actical purposes at - Vauxhall, near
London.
How early this invention was introduced at Raglan Cas�
tle by Worcester is not kno,vn, but it was probably not
much later than 1628. In 1647 Dircks sho,vs the marquis
probably to have been engaged in getting out parts of the
later engine which ,vas erected at Vauxhall, obtaining his
1

" Anecdotes of. the Steam-Engine," vol. i., ·p. 61.
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materials from William Lambert, a brass-founder. llis pat
ent ,vas issued in June, 1663.
"'vVe · no,vhere find an illustrated description of the ma
chine, or such an account as would enable a mechanic to

Fro. 7.-\Vorcester's Steam Fountain, A. D. 1650.

reproduce it in all its details. Fortunately, the cells and
grooves (Fig. 9) remaining in the wall of the citadel of
Raglan. Castle indicate the general dimensions and arrange
ment of the engine ; and Dircks, the biographer of the in
ventor, has suggested the form of apparatus sho,vn · in the
sketch (Fig. 8) as most perfectly in accord with the evidence
there found, and ,vith the wi·itten specifications.
The two vessels, A A', are connected by a steam-pipe,
.BB', ,vith the· boiler, O, behind them. .D is the furnace.
A vertical ,vater-pipe, E, is connected with the cold
water vessels, A A', by the pipes, FF', r�aching nearly to
the bottom. ·water is supplied by the pipes, G G', ,vith
valves, a a', dipping into the ,vell or ditch, H. $team fi'om
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the boiler being admitted to each vessel, A and A', alter•
nately, and . there condensing, the vacuum formed per1nits the pressure , of the atmosphere to . force the ,vater
from the ,veil through the pipes, G and G'. While one is
filling, the stea1n is forcing the charg·e of ,vater from the
other up the discharge-pipe, E. As soon as each is en1ptied,
the steam is shut off from it and turned into the other, and
the condensation of the steam 1·emaining in the vessel per
mits it to fill again. As ,vill be seen presently, this is sub�

E

•

G

F1G.

I

G

8.-Worcester's Engine,
A, D, 1665.

F1G.

9.-\Vall of R aglan Castle.

stantially, and almost precisely, the form of engine of which
the invention is usually attributed to Savery, a later inventor.
'1Voreester never succeeded in forming the great com
pany which lie hoped ,vould · introduce his invention on a
scale commensurate ,vith its importance, and his fate \\7as
that of nearly all inventors. He died poor and unsuccessfnl.
His ,vido,v, ,vho lived until 1681, seemed to have be
come as confident as ,vas ,vorcester himself that the jnven
tion had value, and, long after his death, was still endeav-

,
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oring to secure its introduction, but ,vith equal non-suc
cess. The steam-engine had taken a form which made it
inconceivably valuable to the ,vorld, at a time ,vhen no more
efficient means of raising ,vater was available at the most
valuable mines than horse-po,ver ; but the people, greatly as
it ,vas needed, ,vere not yet sufficiently intelligent to avail
themselves of the great boon, the acceptance of ,vhich ,vas
urged upon them ,vith all the persistence and earnestness
,vhich charaQterizes every true inventor.
Worcester is desc1·�bed by his biographer as having been ·
a learned, thoughtful, studious, and good man-a Romanist
,vithout prejudice or bigotry, a loyal subject, free from par
tisan intolerance ; as a public man, upright, honorable, and
humane ; as a scholar, 'learned without being pedantic ; · as
a mechanic, patient, skillful, persevering, and of ,vonderful
ingei:iuity, and of clear, almost intuitive, apprehension.
Yet, with all these natural advantages, reinforced as they
were by immense ,vealth and influence in his earlier life;.
and by ha1·dly lessened social and. political influence when
a large fo�:tune had been spent in experiment, and after mis
fortune had subdued his spirits and left him ,vithout money
or a home, tl1e inventor failed to secure the introduction of
a device which ,vas needed more than any other. vVorces
ter had attained practical success ; but the period of specu
lation was but just closing, and that of the application of
steam had not quite yet arrived. •
The second Marquis of Worcester stands on the record
as the first steam-engine builder, and his death marks the
termination of the first of those periods into ,vhich we have
divided the history of the growth of the steam-engine.
The " water-commanding engine," as its inventor called
it, was the first instance in the history of the steam-engine in,
which the inventor is known to have " reduced his inventior..
to practice."
It is evident, however, that the invention of the separate
boiler, important as it was1 had been anticip�t�d b.y Porta,
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'eaud does riot entitle the marquis to the honor, clain1ed for.
him by many English authorities, of being tl,,e inventor of
the steam-engine. Somerset ,vas simply one of those ,vhose
,vork?, collectively made the steam-engine.
After the time of vV orcester, ,vc enter upon � stage of
history ,vhich n1ay prope1·ly be termed a period of applica- ,
tion ; and from· this ·time forward steam continued to play
a mo1·e and 1nore important part in social economy, and its
influence on the ,velfare of mankind augmented with a rap
idly-increasing growth.e·
The knowledge_ then existing of the immense expansive
force of steain, and the belief that it wa·s destined to submit
to the control of man _eande' to lend its immense po,ver in
every department of industry, ,vere evidently not confined to
any one nation. From Italy to Northern Germany, and
from France to Great Britain, the distances, measured in
time, ,vere vastly greater then than now, ,vben this ,von
derful genius has helped us to reduce· weeks to hours ;
but there existed, notwithstanding, a very perfect system
of communication, and the learning of every centre ,vas
promptly 1·adiated to every other. It thus happened that,
at this time, the speculative study of the steam-engine was
confined to no part of Europe ; inventors and experimenters
were busy everywhere developing this promising scheme.
Jean Haute£euille, the son of a French boulan,ge'r, born
at Orleans, adopted by the Duchess of Bouillon at the sug
gestion of De Sourdis� profiting by the great opportunities .
offered him, entered tJie Church, and beca1ne one of the
most learned men and greatest mechanicians · of his tin1e.
Ile studied the many schemes then brought forwa.rd by in- .
ventors· with the greatest interest, and was himself prolific .
of new ideas.
In 1678, he proposed the use of alcohol in an engine,
;, in such a manner that the liquid should evaporate and be
condensed, tou,-r a tou1·, ,vithout being ,vastede" 1-the first
1

Stuart's " .Anecdotes,,,

.
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recorded plan, p1}ohably, for surface-condensation and com
plete retention of the ,vorl�ing-fluid. He proposed a gun
powder-engin•e, of ,vhich 1 he described three varieties.
In one of these engines he disp_laced the atmosphere by
·, the gases produced by the explosion, and the vacuum thus
_eobtained was utilized in raising ,vater by the press,1re of the
air. In the second machine, the pressut'e of the gases
evolved by the combustion of the powder acted directly
_ upon the water, forcing it upwarde; and in the third design,
· the pressure of the vapor drove a piston, and · this engine
was described as fitted to supply po,ver for many. ·purposes.
There is no evidence that he constructed these machines,
110,vever, and they are here referred to simply as indicating
that all the elements of the machine were becoming ,veil
kno,vn, and that an ingenious mechanic, combining kno,vn
devices, could at this time have produced the ste�m
engine. Its . early appearance should evidently have been
anticipated.
Haut�feuille, if we may judge from evidence at 9and,
was the first to propose the use of a piston iii a heat-engine,
and his gunpo,vder-engine seems to have been the first ma
chine ,vhich ,vould be called a heat-engine by the modern
mechanic. · The earlier " machinese" or " engines," including
· that of Hero and those of the Marquis of Worcester,. ,vould
rather be denominatede" apparatus," as tl1at term is used by
the physicist · or the chemist, than a machine or an engine,
as the terms are used by the engineer.
Huyghens, in 1680, in a memoir presented to the Acad
emy of Sciences, speaks of the expansive force of gunpo,v
der as capable of utilization as a convenient and portable
mechanical po,ver, · and indicates that he had designed a .
machine in which it could be applied.
This machine of Huyghens is of great interest, not sim1

" Pendu1e Perpetuel1c, avcc la maniere d'elever d'eau par le moyen de
la poudre a canon.'' Paris, 16'18.
4
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ply because it was the first gas-engine and the prototype of
the very successful modern explosive gas-en
gine of Otto and Langen, but principally as
having been the first engine ,vhich consisted of
r a cylinder and . piston. The sketcl1 sho,vs its
form. It \consisted of a cylinder, A, a piston,
B, two relief-pipes, 0 0, fitted with check
valves and a system of pulleys, F, by ,vh1ch the
weight is raised. The explosion of the powder
at H expels the air from the cylinder. ,vhen
A
the products of combustion have cooled, the
F
pressure of the atmosphere is no longer counterI lf: balanced by that of air beneath, and the piston
is forced do,vn, raising the ,veight. The plan
,vas never put in practice, although the inven
tion ,vas capable of being mad� a wo1·king and
possibly useful machine.
Flo. 10.-HuyAt about this period the English attained
gbens's Rngine,
some superiority over· their neighbors on the
1680.
Continent in the practical application of science
and the development of the useful ai·ts, and it has never since
been lost. A sudden and great development of applied science
and of the useful arts took place during the reign of Charles
II., ,vhich is probably largely attributable to the interest
taken by that monarch in many branches of construction and
. of science. He is said to have been very fond of mathematics,
· mechanics, chemistry, and natural history, and to have had
a laboratory erected, and to have employed learned men to .
carry on experiments and lines of research for his satisfac
tion. He was especially fond of the study and investiga
tion of the arts and sciences most closely related to naval
architecture and navigation, and devoted much attention to
the determination of the best forms of vessels, and to the
discovery of tl1e best kinds of ship-timber. · His brother,
the Duke of York, was equally fond of this study, and · was
his companion in some of his work.
0
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Great as is the influence o� the monarch, to-day, in form
ing the tastes and habits and in determining the direction
of the studies and labors of the people, his influence was
vastly more potent in those earlier days ; and it may well
be believed that the 1·apid strides taken by Great. Britain
from that time were, in great degree, a consequence of the
,vell-known habits of Charles II., and that the nation, which
had an exceptional natural aptitude for 1nechanical pur
suits, should have been prompted by the example of its king
to enter upon sucl1 a coui·se as 1·esulted in the early attain
ment of an advanced position in all branch:es of applied
•
science.
'11he appointment, under Sir Robert Moray, the superin
tendent of the laboratory of the king, of Master Mechanic,
was conferred upon Sii· Samuel Morland, a nobleman ,vho,
in his practical knowledge of mechanics and in his ingenuity
and fruitfulness of invention, was appa1·ently almost equal
to Worcester. He ,vas the son of a Berkshire clergyman,
was educated at Cambridge, ,vhere he studied mathematics
,vith great interest, and entered public life soon after. He
served the Parliament under Crom,vell, and after,vard ,vent
to Geneva. He was of a decidedly literary turn of mind,
and ,vrote a history of the Piedmont churches, ,vhich gave
him great repute ,vith thee·Protestant party. He was in
duced subsequently, on the accession of Charle� II., to take
service under that monarch, ,vhose gratitude he had earned
by revealing a plot for his assassination.
He received his appointment and a baronetcy in 1660, and
immediately commenced making experiments, partly at his
own expense and partly at the cost of the royal exchequer,
which ,vere usually not at all remunerative. Ile built hand
fire-engines of various kinds, taking patents on them, which
brought him as small profits· as did his work for the king·,
and invented the speaking-tru1npet, calculating machines,
and a capstan. His house at Vauxhall ,vas full of curious
devices, the products of his o,vn ingenuity.
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He devoted much attention to apparatus . for raising
water. His devices seem to have usually been tp.odifications
of the now familiar force-pump. They att1·acted much attention, and exhibitions ,vere made of them before the king
and queen and the court. Ile was sent to France on busi
ness relating to water-,vorks erected for l{ing Charles, and
while in Paris he constructed pumps and pumping appa1·atus for the satisfaction of Louis XIV. In his book, 1 pub
lished in Pa1·is in 1683, and presented to the king, and an
ea1·licr manuscript/ still preserved in the British l\'Iuseum, ·
]\Iorland sho"rs a perfecte. familiarity ,vith the _epo,ver of
steam. He says, in the latter : " Water being evaporated
by fire, the vapors requi1·e a greater space (about two thou. sand times) than that occupied by the watere; and, rather
than submit to imprisonment, it ivill burst a piece of ord
nance. But, being controlled acco1·ding to the laws of
statics, and, by science, reduced to the measure of weight
and balance, it bears its burden peaceably (like g·ood horses),
and thus may be of great use to mankind, especially for the
raising of ,vater, according to the following table, :which
indicates the number of pounds ·which n1ay be raised six
inches, 1,800 times an hour, by cylinders half-filled with
,vater, and of the several diameters and depths of said cyl
inders."
He then gives the following table, a comparison of
,vhich ,vith modern tables proves Morland to have acquired
a very conside1�able and tole1,ably accurate knowledge of
the volume and pressure of saturated steame':
;

Elevation des Ea.tix pa1· toute sortc de Machines reduite A la llcsuro
AU Poids ct a la Balance, prcsentec a Sa Majeste '!'res Chreticnnc, par le
Chevaliel' Morland, Gentilhom1ne Ordinaire de •la Cha1nbre Privec et Maist1·e
cle llechan\ques du Roy de la Grande Bretagne, 1683."
� " Les Principes de la Nouvelle Force de Feu, inventee par le Chevalier
.Morla.nd, l'an 1682, ct presentce a Sa Majeste Tros Ohre�ienne, 1633."
1

"
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12
12
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Weight to be Raised.

lo

2

2
8·

4

..,�

Depth in Foot.

. '

120
405
960
1,876
8,240
8,240
6,480
9,720
12,960
16,200
19,440
22,680
26,920
29,HJ0
82,400
64,800
97,200
129,600
162,000
194,400
226,800
259,200
291,600

Th� rate of enlargement of volume in tl1e conversion of
,vater into steam, as given in Morland's book, appears re
markably accurate ,vhen compared ,vith statements made
by other early experimenters. Desaguliers gave the ratio
of volumes at 14,000, and this was accepted as correct for
many · years, and untile·:. Watt's experiments, which were
quoted by Dr. Robison as giving the ratio at bet,veen
, 1,800 and 1,96'0. Morland also states the " duty " of his
engines in the same manner in ,vhich _ it is stated by engi
neers to-day.
1\tiorland must undoubtedly have been acquainted ,vith
the ,vork of his distinguished contemporary, Lord Worces
ter, and his apparatus seems most likely to have been a modi..
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:fication�perhaps improvement-of Worcester's engine. His
]1ouse was at Vauxhall, and the establishment set up for the
,king ,vas in the neig·hborhood. · lt may be that Morland is
to be credited ,vith greater success in the introduction of ·
liis pr�decessor's apparatus than the inventor himself.
Dr. Hutton considered this book to have been the ear
liest account of the steam-engine, and accepts the date1682-as that of the invention, and adds, that " the project
seems to have remained obscure in both �ountries till 1699,
when Savery, ,vho probably kne,v more of Morland's inven
tion than he o,vned, obtained a patent,e" etc. We have,
however, scarcely more complete or accurate kno,vledge of
the extent of }lorland's work, and of its real value, than of
that of Worcester. Morland died in 1696, at 1-Iammersmith,
not far from London, and his body lies in Fulham church.
Jfrom. this time for,vard the minds of many mechan
icians ,vere earnestly at work on this probleni-�he raising
of ,vater by aid of steam. Hitherto, although many inge
nious toys, embodying the principles of the steam-engine
separately, and sometimes to a certain extent collectively,
l1a{l been proposed, and even occasionally constructed, the
,vorld ,vas only just 1·eady to profit by the labors 0£ invent
ors in this direction.
But, at the end of the seventeentl1 century, English
miners ,vere beginning to find the greatest difficulty in
clearing their shafts of the vast quantities of ,vater which
they were meeting at the considerable dep,ths to which they
had penetrated, and it had become a matter of vital im
portance to them to find a more powerful aid in that "'Ork
than ,vas then available. They ,vere, therefore, by their
necessities stimulated to ,vatch · for, ande. to be prepared
promptly to take advantage of, such. an invention ,vhen it
should be offered them.
The experiments of Papin, and the practical application
of kno,vn principles by Savery, placed the needed appara
tus in their hands.
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THOMAS SAVERY was a ·member of a ·,vell-kno,vn family
. of Devonshire, England, and was born at Shilston, about
1650. He was well educated, and became a military engi
neer. I-le exhibited great fondness for. mechanics, and for
mathematics and natural philosophy, ande.gave much time

•

Thomas Savery.

.

to experimenting, to the contriving of various kinds of
apparatus, and to inventione. He constructed a clock, ,vhich
still remains in the family, and is considered an ingenious
piece of mechanism, and is said to be of excellent ,vorkmanship.
He invented and patented an arrang·ement of padclle,vheels, driven by a capstan 1 for propelling· vessels in calm
,veather, and spent some time endeavoring to secure its
and the Navy .Board,
by ,the British Admiralty
adoption
.
'
1

Harris1 " LeAicon Technicum," London, 1710.
(
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but met ,with no success. The principal objector ,vas the
Surveyor of the Navy, who dismissed Savery, ,vith a remark
which illustrates· a spirit ,vhich, although not yet extinct, is
less frequently met witl1 in the public service no,v than
then : " What have int�rloping people, that have no con
cern ,vith us, to do to pretend to contrive or invent things
for us ? " 1 Savery then fitted his apparatus into a small
_ vessel, and exhibited its op�ra.tion on the Thames. The
invention ,vas never introduced into the navy, ho,vever.
It ,vas after this time that Savery became the inventor of
a steam-engine. It is not kno,vn ,vhether he was familia1·
,vith the ,vork of Worcester, and of earlier inventors. Desa
guliers 2 states that he had read the book of vVorcester, and
that he subsequently endeavored ·to destroy all evidence of
the anticipation of his own invention by the marquis by buy
ing up all copies of the century tl1at he could find, and burn
ing· them. The story is scarcely credible. A comparison of
the dra,vings given of tl1e tVt'OJ engines exhibits, neverthe
less, a striking resemblance ; and, assuming that of the mar
quis's engine to be correct, Savery is to be given credit for
the finally successful introduction of the " semi-omnipo
tent " " ,vater-commanding " engine of ,v-orcester.
'l,he most important advance hi _ actual construction,
therefore, ,vas made ·by rrhomas Savery. The constant and
embarrassing expense; and the engineering difficulties pre
sented by the necessity of keeping the British mines, and
particularly the deep pits of Corn,vall, free from water� and
the failure of every attempt previously made to provide
effective and economical pumping-machinery, ,vere noted by
Savery, "rho, July 25, 1698, patented the design of the first
engine ,vhich was ever actually en1ployed in this ,vork. A
working-model ,vas submitted to the Royal Society of Lon- .
" Navigation Improveds; or, The .Art of Rowing Ships of ,all rates in
Cahns, with a more Easy, Swift, and Steady ?ifotion, thaq Oars can," etc.,
etc. By Thomas Savery, Gent. London, 1698.
2 " Experilnetita� Philosophy," vo1. ii., p. 4110.
1
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don in 1699, and successful experiments ,vere made ,vith it.
Savery spent a considerable time in planning his engine and
in per£ecting it, and states that he expended large sums of
money upon it.
Having finally succeeded in satisfying himself with its
operation, he exhibited a model " Ifire-Eng·ine," as it "ras
called in those days, before •King vVilliam III. and his court,
Court, in 1698, a11d obtained his patent ,vith
at IIampton
out delay. The title of the patent reads : " A grant to
. . Thomas Savery, Gentl., of the sole exercise of a new inven
tion by him invented, for raising of wate1i, and occasioning
motion to all sorts of mill-,vorks, by the impellant force of
fire, which will be of great use for draining mines, serving
towns with ,vater, and for the working of all sorts of mills;
when they have not the benefit of water nor constant ,vinds ;
to hold for 14 year� ; ,vith usual clauses."
Savery no,v ,vent about the ,vork of introducing his in
vention in a way ,vhich i� in marked contrast ,vith that
usually adopted by the inventors of that time.. Ile com
menced a systematic and successful system of advertise
ment, and lost no opportunity of making his plans not .
merely kno,vn, but ,veil understood, even in 1natters of de
tail. The Royal Society ,vas tl1en fully organized, and at one
of its meetings he · obtainecl permission to appear ,vith his
model " fire-engine " and to explain its operation ; and, as
the minutes read, "Mr. Savery entertained the Society ,vitl1
sl1owing his engine to raise water by the force of fire. He
was tha:nked for showing the experiment, which succeed·ed,
acco1;ding to expectation, and was approved of." He pre
sented to the Society a dra,ving and specifications of his
machine, and " The Transactions " 1 contain a copperplate.
engraving and the description of his model. It consisted of
a furnace, A, heating a boiler, B, ,vhich ,vas connected by
1

" Philosophical Transactions, No. 252." ,veld's " Royal Society," vol.
i., p. 357. Lowthorp's ".Abddgment," vol. i.
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pipes, G G, with two copper receivers, IJ .D. There 1.vere
led from the bottom of these receivers branch pipes, FF,
which turned upward, and ,vere united to form a rising
main, or " forcing-pipe," G.
From the top of each receiver
was led a pipe, ,vhich was turned
do,vnward, and these pipes united
to form a suction-pipe, which
was led do,vn to the bottom of
the well or reservoir from which
the water ,vas to be drawn. The
maximum lift allowable was
stated at 24 feet.
The engine ,vas worked as
follo,vs : Steam is raised in the
boiler, B, and a cock, G, being
opened, a 1·eceiver, .D, is filled
Fie. 11.-Snvery's Model, 1698.
with steam. Closing the cock,
G, the steam condensing in the
1·eceiver, a vacuum is o�·eated, and the pressure of the at
mosphere forces the water up, through the supply-pipe,
from the ,vell into the 1·eceiver. Opening the cock, 0, again,
the check-valve in the suction-pipe at E closes, the steam
drives the water out through the forcing-pipe, G, the clack
valve, E, on that pipe opening before it, and the liquid is
expelled from the top of the pipe. The valve, G, is again .
closed ; the steam again condenses, and the engine is worked
as before. While one of the two 1·eceivers is discharging,
the other is filling, as in the machine of the Marquis of
vVorcester, and thus the steam is drawn from the boiler
,vith tolerable regularity, and the expulsion of ,vater takes
place ,vith similar uniformity, the two systems of receivers
and· pipes being worked alternately by the single boiler.
In another and still simpler little machine,1 which he .
. 1

Bradley, '' New Improvements of Planting �nd Ga1·dening." Switze1·,
" Hydrostatics," l 729�
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e1·ected at Kensington (Fig. 12}, the same general plan
was adopted, combining a suction-pipe, A, 16 feet long
a11d 3 inches in diameter ; a single 1·eceiver, B, capable
of containing 13 gallons ; a boiler, 0, of about 40 gallons

F10.

12.-Savory's Engine, 1698.

capacity ; a forcing-pipe, .D, 42 feet high, with the con..
necting pipe and cocks, E F G / and the method of
operation was as already described, except that surface
conderisati'On was employed, thee· cock, F, being arranged
to sho,ver ,vater from the rising main over the receiver,
as sho,vn. Of the first engine Switzer says : " I have
l1eard him say myself, that the very first time he played,
it was in a potter's house at Lambeth, ,vhere, though it ,vas
a small engine, yet it (the water) fo1�ced its way through
the roof, and struck off the tiles in a manner that surprised
all the spectators.)'
The l{ensington e:µgine cost <£50, and raised 3,000 gal
lons per hour, filling the receiver four times a minute, and
required a bushel of coal per day. Switzer remarks : " It
must be noted that this engine is but a small, one in comparison with many others that are made for coal-,vorkse;
but this is sufficient for any reasonable family, and other
/

.
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uses required of it in watering all middlinge·gardens." · He
cautions the operatore: " When you have raised water
enough, and you design to leave off ,vorking the engine,
take away all the fire from under the boiler, and open the .
cock (connected to the funnel) to let out the steam,_ ,vhicb
would other,vise, ,vere it to remain confined, perhaps burst
the engine."
With the intention of making his invention more gener
ally known, and hoping to introduce it as a pumping-engine
in the mining districts of Cornwall, Savery ,vrote a pros
pectus for general circulation, which contains the earliest
account of the late1· and more effective form of engine. He
entitled his pamphlet " The Miner's Friend ; or, A Desc1·ip
tion of an Engine to raise Water by Fire described, and the
Manner of fixing it in l\iines, ,vitl1 an Account of the sev
eral Uses it is applicable to, and an Ans,ver to tl1e Objec
tions· against it." It ,vas printed in London in 1702, for
S. Crouch, and ,vas distributed among the proprietors and
managers of mines, ,vho were then finding the flow of water
at depths so g1·eat as, in some cases, to bare·further progress.
In many cases, the cost of drainage left no satisfactory mar
gin of profit. In one mine, 500 horses ,ve1·e employed 1·ais
ing ,vater, by tpe then usual method of using l1orse-gins
and buckets.
The approval of the l{ing and of the Royal Society, and
the countenance of the mine-adventurers of England, were
ackno,vledged by tl1e author, ,vho addressed his pamphlet to
them.
The engraving of the engine was reproduced, with tl1e
description, in Harris's " Lexicon Technicum," 1704 ; in
S,vitzer's " Hydrostatics," 1729 ; and, in Desagulier's " Exper:n1ental Philosophy," 1744.
The sketch which here follows is a neater · engraving of
the same n1achine. Savory's engine is shown in Fig. 13,
as described by Savery himself, in 1702, in " The lVIiner's
Friend.".

c.

'
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L L is the boiler in which steam is raised, and through
tbe pipes O O it is alternately let into the vessels PP.
Suppose it to pass into tbe left-hand vessel first. The
valve .M being closed, and 1· being opened, the water con-

F10: 18.-Savery's Engine, A. D. 1702.

tained in P is q.riven out and up the pipe · S to the desired
height, ,vhere it is discharged.
The valve r is then closed, and the valve in the pipe O ;
the valve Mis next opened, and condensing· ,vater is turned
upon thee·exterior of P by the cock Y, leading water from
the cistern X. As the steam contained in P is condensed,
forming a vacuum there, a fresh charge of water is driven
by atmospheric pressure up the pipe T.
Meantime, steam from the boiler has been let into the
rigl1t-hand vessel Pp, the. cock W having been first closed,
and R opened.
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The charge of water is driven out through the lower
pipe and the cock R, and up the pipe S as before, while the
other vessel is refilling preparatory to acting in its turn.
The two vessels' are thus alternately charged and dis. charged, as long as 1s necessary.
Savery's method of, supplying his boiler with ,vater was
at once simple and ingenious.
The small boiler, D, is filled with ,vater from any con
venient source, as from the stand-pipe, S. A fire is then
built under it, ·and, when the pressure of steam in .D be
comes greater than in the main boiler, L, a. communication
is opened bet,veen their· lower ends, and the ,vater passes,
under pressure, from the smaller to the larger boiler, which
is thus " fed " without interrupting the work. G a11d N
are gauge-coclcs, by which the height of water in the boilers
. is determined ; they were first adopted by Savery.
Here ,ve find, therefore, .the first 1·eally practicable and
commercially valuable steam-engine. Thomas Savery is
entitled to the credit of having been the first to introduce a
machine in which the po,ver of heat, acting througl1 the
medium of steam, was rendered generally useful.
It ,viii be noticed that Savery, like the Marquis of
Worcester, used a boiler separate from the ,vater-reservoir.
He added to the " ,vater-commanding engine " of the
marquis the system of su1face-coridensation, by ,vhich he
was enabled to charge his vessels ,vhen it b�came necessary
to refill them ; and added, also, tl1e secondary boiler, which enabled him to supply the ,vorking-boiler with water with
out interrupting its work.
'fhe machine ,vas thus made capable of working uninter
ruptedly for a period of time only limited by its o,vn decay.
Savery never fitted his boilers ,vith safety-valves, al
though it was done earlier by Papin ; and in q.eep mines
he was compelled to make use of higher pressures than his
rudely-constructed boilers could safely bear.
Savery's engine·· was used at a number of mines, and
.

•
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also for supplying ,vater to to,vnse; some large estates,
country houses, and other private establishments, employed
them for the same purpose. They did not, ho,vever, come_
into general use among the mines, because, according to
Desaguliers, they were apprehensive of danger from the
explosion of the boilers or receivers. As Desaguliers ,vrote
subsequently : " Savery made a great many experiments
to bring this machine to per£ection, and did erect several
which raised water very ,vell for gentlemen's seats, but
could not succeed for mines, or supplying towns, ,vhere the
water was to be 1·aised very high and in great quantities ;
for then the steam required being boiled up to slich a
strength as to be ready to tear all the vessels to pieces."
" I have kno,vn Captain Savery, at York's buildings, to
make steam eight or ten times stronger than common air ;
and then its heat ,vas so great that it would melt common .
soft solder, and its strength so great as to blo,v open several
joints of the machine ; so . that he ,vas forced to be at the
pains and charge to have all his joints soldered ,vith spelter
or hard solder."
Although there ,vere other difficulties in the application
of the Sa,rery engine to many kinds of work, this ,vas the
most serious one, and explosions did occur ,vith · fatal re
sults. The ,vriter just quoted relates, in his " Experhnental
Philosophy," that a man who was ignorant of the nature
of the engine undertook to ,vork a machine ,vhich Desagu
liei·s had provided ,vith a safety-valve to avoid this very
danger, " and, having hung the ,veight at the further end of
the steelyard, in order to collect more steam in order to
mal{e his ,vork the quicker, he hung also a very heavy
plumber's iron upon the end - of · the steelyard ; . the conse
quence proved fatal ; for, afte1· some time, the steam, not
being. able, with tb.e safety-cock, to 1·aise up the steelyard
loaded ,vith all this unusual ,veight, burst the boiler with a
great explosion, and killed the poor man.e" This is probably
the earliest record of a steam-boiler explosion.
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Savery proposed to use his engine for driving millse; bl1t
there is no evidence that he actually 1nade such an applica
tion of the machine, althougl1 it ,vas afterward so applied by
others. 'l'he engine ,vas not well adapted to the drainage of
surface-land, as the elevation of large quantities of ,vater
through small heigl1ts required great capacity of receivers,
or compelled the use of several engines for each case, The
filling of the receivers, in such cases, also compelled the
heating of la1·ge a1·eas of cold. and wet metallic surfaces by
the steam at each operation, and thus 1nade the ,vo1·k: com
paratively ,vastefule. of fuel. Where used in mines, they
,vere 11ecessarily placed ,vithin 30 feet or less of the lowest
level, and ,vere 'therefore exposed to danger of submergence
,vhenever, by any accident, the water should rise above
that level. In many cases this ,vould result in the loss of
the engine, and the n1ine ,vould remain " dro,vned," unless
another engine should be procured to pump it out. Where
the mine ,vas deep, the watei' was forced by the pressure
of • steam from the level of the engine-station to the top of
the lift. This _compelled the use of pressures of several
atmospheres in many cases ; and a pressure of three atmos
pheres, or about 45 pounds per square inch, was considered,
in those days, as about the maximum pressure allow
able. 'fhis difficulty was met by setting a separate engine
at every 60 or 80 feet, and pumping the ,vater from one to
the other. If any one engine in the set became disabled,
,the pumping was interrupted until that one machine could
be repaired. 'I'he size of Savery's largest boilers ,vas not
great, their maximum diameter not exceeding t,vo and a
half feet. This made it necessary to provide several of his
engines, usually, for a single mine, and at each level. The
first cost and the expense of repairs ,vere exceedingly seri
ous items. . The expense and danger, either real or appar
ent, we�·e thus sufficient to : deter · many from their use, and
the old metho4 of raising ,vater by horse-po,ver was adhered to.
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The consumption of fuel ,vith these engines was very
great. The stea111 was not generated economically, as the
boilers used were of such simple forms as only could then
be produced, and presented too little heating surf ace to se
cure a very complete transfer of heat from the gases of
combustion to the water within the boiler. This waste in
the ·generation of steam in these unecoenomical boilers ,vas
follo,ved by still more serious ,vaste in its application, with
out ·expansion, to the expul_sion. of ,vater from a metallic
receiver, the cold and ,vet sides of ,vhich absorbed. l1eat. ,vith the greatest avidity. The great mass of the liquid was
not, however, heated by the steam, and ,vas expelled at the
temperature at ,vhich it ,vas raised from belo,v.
Savery quaintly relates the action of his machine in " The
Miner's J?riend," and so exactly, that a better description
CQuld scarcely be asked : " The steam acts upon the surf ace
of the water in the receiver, which surface only being l1e�ted
by the steam, it does not condense, but the steam gravitates
or presses with an elastic quality like air, and still increasing
its elasticity or spring, until it counterpoises, 01· rather ex
ceeds, the ,veight of the column of ,vater in the force-pipe,
which then it will necessarily drive up that pipe ; the steam
then takes some time to recover its power, but it ,vi.II at last
discharge the ,vater. out at the top of tl1e pipe. You may
see on the outside of the receiver. ho,v the ,vater goes out, .
as ,veil as if it were transparent ; for, so far as the steam is
contained ,yithin th.e vessel, it is dry ,vithout, and so hot as
scarcely to endure ·ethe least touch of the hande; but so far
as the ,vater is inside the vessel, it will be cold and ,vet on
the outside, where any water has fallen on it ; ,vhich cold
and moisture vanish as fast as the steam_ takes the place of
the ,vater in its descent."
After Savery's death, in 1716, several of these engines .
\vei'e erected in ,vhich some improveinents were introduced.:
Dr. Desaguliers, in 1718, built a Savery engine, in ,vhich he
avoided so�e defects which he, with Dr. Gravesande, had ·
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noted two years earlier. They had then proposed to adovt
the arrangement of a single receiver ,vhich had been used
by Savery himself, as already described, finding, by experi
ment on a model ,vhich they had made for the purpose,
that one could be discharged three times, ,vhile the same
boiler would empty two receivers but once each. · In their
arrangement, the steam was shut back in the boiler while
the receiver ,va� filling ,vith ,vater, and a high pressure thus
accumulated, insteade· of being turned into the second re
ceive�·, and the pressure thus kept comparatively low.
In the . engine built in 1718, Desaguliers used a spherical
boiler, ,vhich he provided ,vith the lever safety-valve already
applied by Papin, and adopted a comparatively small re
ceiver-one-fifth the capacity of the boiler-of slender cy- ·
lindrical form, and attached a pipe leading the water for
condensation into the vessel, and effected its distribution by
means of the " rose," 01· a " sprinkling-plate," such as _is still
frequently used in modern engines having jet-condensers. · _
This substitution of jet for surface-condensation ,vas of
very great advantage, securing great promptness in the
formation of a vacuum and a rapid filling of the receivei·.
A " two-,vay cock "e· admitted steam to the receiver, or,

C

Fro. 14,-Paplu's Two-Way Cock,

being turned the other ,vay, admitted the cold condensinge.
water. The dispersion of the water in minute streams or
drops ,vas a very important detail, not only as securing great

/
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r_apidity of condensation, but enabiing the designer to em
ploy a comparatively small receiver or condenser.
'fhe engine is shown in Fig. 15, ,vhich is copied from the
" Experimental Philosophy " of Desaguliers.

FIG, 15:-Engine built by
Desagulier in 1718.

The receiver, A, is connected
to the boiler, .B, by a
(
steam-pipe, 0, terminating at the .two-way cock, .D / the
" foi'cing-pipe," E, has at its foot a check-valve, F, and the
valve G is a similar check at the head of the suction-pipe.
H. is a strainer, to prevent
the ingress of chips or other
,
bodies carried to the pipe by the current ; · the cap above the
valves is secured by a bridle, or stirrup, and screw, I, and
. may be readily removed to clear the valve-s or to renew
theme; I{ is the handle of the two-way cocke; M is the in
jection-cock, and is kept open during the working of the
engine ; L is the chimney-flue ; N and O are gauge-cocks
fitted to pipes leading to the proper depths within the boiler,
the water-line being some,vhere between the levels of their
. lower ends ; P is a lever safety�valve, as first used on the
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" Digester " of Papin ; R is the reservoir into which thee·
,vater is pumpede; T is the flue, leading spirally about the
boiler from the furnace, V, to the chimney ; Y is a cock
fitted in a pipe through which ti1e rising-main may be filled'
from the reservoir, should injection-,vater be needed when
that pipe is empty.
Seven of these engines were built, the first ·of which
was made for the Czar of Russia. Its boiler had a capacity
of " five or six hogsheads," and the receive1·, " holding one
hogshead," ,vas filled and emptied four times a minute.
The ,vater was 1·aised " by suctione" 29 feet, and forced by
steam p1·essure 11 feet higher.
Another engine built at about this time, to �·aise water
29 feet " by suction," and to force it 24 feet higher, made
6 " strokes " per · minute, and, when forcing ,vater but 6 or
8 feet, made 8 or 9 strokes per n:i.inute. T,venty-five years
later a workrnan overloaded the safety-valve of this engine,
by placing the weight at the end and then adding " a very
heavy plumbe1·'s iron." The boiler exploded, killing thee·
attendant.
1
.
Desagulier says that one of these engines, capable of
raising ten tons an hour 38 feet, in 1728 or 1729, cost £80,
·
exclusive of the piping·.e·
Blakely, in 1766, patented an improved Savery engine;
in ,vhich he endeavored to avoid the serious loss due to con
densatio� of the steam by direct contact with the ,vater, by.
interposing a cushion of. oil, which ·floated upon the ,vater
and prevented the contact of the steam with the surface of
the water beneath it. He also used air for the same pur:. ·
pose, sometimes in double receivers, one supported on the
other. These plans did not, however, prove satisfactory.
Rigley, of Manchester, England, soon after erected ·
Savery engines, and applied_ them to the driving of mills, ·
by pumping water into reservoirs, from whence it returned
to the ,veils or ponds from which it had been raised, turning
water-wheels as it descended.

\
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Such an arrangement was in operation many years at
the works of a 1Vlr. Kiers, St. Pancras, London. It is de- ·
scribed in detail, and illustrated, in Nicholson's " Philo
sophical Journal," vol. i., p. 419. It had a " ,vagon-boil
er " 7 . feet long, 5 wide, and 5 deep_ ; the wl1eel ,vas
18 feet in diameter, and drove the lathes · and other
machinei·y of the '\Vorks. In this engine Blakely's plan
of injecting air ,vas adopted. The injection-valve ,vas
a clack, which closed automatically ,vhen the vacuum ,vas
formed.
The engine consumed 6 or 7 bushels of good coals, and
made 10 strokes per minute, raising 70 cubic feet of water
14 feet, and developing nearly 3 horse-po,ver.
Many years after Savery's death, in . 1774, Smeaton made
the first duty-trials of engines of this kind. He found that
an engine having a cylind,rical receiver 16 inches in diameter
and 22 feet high, discharging the water 1·aised 14 feet above
the surface of the water in the ,veil, making 12 strokes, and
1·aising 100 cubic feet per minute, developed 2¼ horse
po,ver, and consumed 3 hundred,veight' of coals in four
_ hours. Its duty ,vas, therefore, 5,250,000 pounds raised one
foot per bushel of 84 pounds of qoals, or .62,500 " foot
pounds " of ,vork per pound of fuel. An engine of slight
ly greater size gave a duty about 5 per cent. greater.
When Louis XIV. revoked the edict of Nantes, by
which Henry IV. had guaranteed protection to the Protes
tants of F1·ance, the terrible persecutions at once commenced
drove from the kingdom some ofe·its greatest men. Among
these ,vas Denys Papin.
It was at about this time that the influence of the at
mospheric pressure on the boiling-point began to be ob
serveil, Dr. IIooke having found that the boiling-point ,vas
a fixed temperature under th� ordinary pressure of the at
mospher�, an� the increase in temperature and pressure of
steam when cpnfined 11aving been shown by ·Papin ,vith his
" Digester."
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PAPIN ,vas of a family which had attached itself
to the Protestant Church ; but he ,vas given his �ducation
in the school of the Jesuits at Blois, and there acquired his
knowledge of mathematics. His medical education ,vas
DENYS

Denys Papin.

give� him at Paris, although he probably received his de
gree at Orleans. He settled -in Paris in 1672, with the
intention of practising his . profession, and devoted all his
spare time, apparently, to the study of physics.
J\'Ieantime, that distinguished philosopher, Huyghens,
the inventor of the clock and of the gunpowder-engine, had
been induced by the linen-draper's apprentice, Colbert, no,v
the most trusted adviser of the king, to take up his resi
dence in Paris, and had been made one of the earliest mem
bers of the Academy of Science, which ,vas founded at
about that time. Papin becaine an assistant to Huyghens,
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and · aided him in his experiments in mechanics, having
been introduced by Madame Colbert, ,vho was also a native
of Blois. Here he devised several modifications of the in
struments of Guericke, and printed. a description of them. 1
'.I'his little book: was presented to the Academy, and very
favorably noticed. Papin. no,v became well kno,vn among
contemporary men of science at Paris, and ,vas ,veil re
ceived every,vhere. Soon after, in the year 1675, as stated
by the Journal des Sa,va??,ts, he left Paris and took up his
residence in England, ,vhere he very soon made the ac
quaintance of Robert Boyle, the founder, and of the mem
bers of the Royal Society. Boyle speaks of Papin as having
gone to England in the hope .of finding a place in ,vhicl1 he
could satisfactorily pursue his favorite studies.
Boyle himself had already been long engaged in the
study of pneumatics, and had. been especially interested in
the investigations which had been original ,vith Guericke.
He admitted young Papin . . into . his laboratory, and the
t,vo philosophers ,vorked together at these attractive prob
lems. It was ,vhile working ,vith Boyle that Papin invented
the double air-pump and the air-gun.
Papin and his ,vork_ hfl,d no,v become so well known,
and he had attained so . high a position . i_n s<;ience, that ho
was nominated for membership in the Royal Academy, and
,vas elected December. 16, 1680. He at once took his place
among the most talented and distinguished of the great
men of his time.
He probably invented his " Digester " ,vhile in England,
and it was first described in a brochure written in English,
under the title, " The Ne,v Digester." It was subsequently
publishecl in Pa1·is.2 This was a vessel, B (Fig. 16), capable
of being tightly closed by a sc1·ew, JJ, and a lid, 0, in
" Nouvclles Experiences du Vuidc, avcc la description des :Machines
qui scrvent a le faire.,, Pal'is, 1674.
2 " La manierc d'amollh- les os et de faire cuire toutes sortes de vi,
andes,,, etc.
1
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which · food could be cooked in ,vater raised by a furnace,
A, to the temperature due to any desired safe pressure of
steam. Th� pressure ,vas determined and limited by a
weight, W, on the safety-valve lever, G. It is probable that
this essential attachment to the steam-boiler had previousiy
been used for other purposes ; but Papin is given the
credit of having first made use of it to control the pressure
of steam.

F10. l6.-Papin's Digester, 1680.
.'

From England, Papin ,vent to Italy, ,vhere he accepted
membership and held official position in the . Italian Acad
emy of Science. Papin remained in Venice two years, a�d
then returned to England. Here, in 1687, he announced one
of l1is inventions, which is just beco1ning
of great value in the
'
a.rtB. He proposed to transrnit po,ver from one point to an�ther, over long distances, by the now ,veil-known " pneu
matic " method. At the point where power ,vas available,
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he exhausted a chamber by means of an air,.pump, and, Iead:
ing a pipe to the distant point at ,vhich it ,vas to be· utilized,
there ,vithdre,v the air from behind a piston, and the press
ure of the air upon· the latter caused it to recede into the
cylinder, in which it was fitted, raising a ,veight, of ,vhich
the magnitude ,vas proportionate to the size of the piston
and the degree of exhaustion. . Papin ,vas not satisfactorily
success£ul in his experiments ; but he had created tl1e germ
of the modern system of pneumatic .transmission of power.
His disappointment at the result of his efforts to utilize
the system was very great, and he became despondent, and
anxious to change his location again.
In 1687 he ,vas · offered the chair of Mathen1atics at
l\rlarburg by Charles, the Landgrave of Upper Hesse, and,
accepting the appointment,, ,vent to Germany. He remained
in Germany many years, and contin_ued his researches ,vith
renewed activity al_ld interest. His papers ,vere published
. in the " Acta Eruditorume" at Leipsic, and in the " Philo
sophical Transactions " at London. It was while at Marburg
that his papers descriptive of his method of pneumatic
transmission of po,ver were printe_d. 1
In the " Acta Eruditorum" of 1688 he �xhibited a prac
ticable pla'fl, in which he exhausted th� · air from a set of
engines or pumps by means of pumps situated at a long dis
tance from the point of application of the power, and at the
place ,vhere the prime mover-,vhich ,vas in this case a
,vater-wheel-,vas erected.
After his arrival at the University of l\'Iarburg, Papin
exhibited to his colleagues in the faculty a modification of
Huyghens's gunpowder-engine, in ,vhicb he had endeavored
to obtain a more perfect vacuum than had Huyghens in the
first of these machines. Disappointed in this, he finally
adopted the expedient of employing s��am to displace the
" Recucil des diverscs Pieces touchant quelques Nouvelles Machines et
autres Sujets Philosophiques," M. D. Papin. Cassel, 1Q95.
1
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air, and to produce, by its condensation, the perfect vacuum
which he sought; and he thus produced thefi'rst steam-engine
with a piston, and the first piston steam-engine, in which
condensation was produced to secure a vacuum. It was de�
scribed in the " Actae" of Leipsic/ in June, 1690, under the
title, " Nova Methodus ad vires motrices validissimas leri
p1;etio comparandeoe" (" A · New Method of securing cheaply
. Motive Po,ver of considerable l\ilagnitude "). He describes
first the gunpo,vder-e_ngine, and continues by stating that,
" until no,v, all experiments have been unsuccessful ; and
after the combustion of the exploded po,vder, there al,vays
remains in the cylinder about one-fifth its volume of air."
He says that he has endeavored to arrive by another route
at tl1e same end ; and " as, by a natural property of ,vater,
a smail quantity of · this liquid, vaporized by the action of
heat, acquires an· elasticity like that of the air, and returns
to the liquid state again on cooling, without retaining the
least trace of its elastic force," he thought that it ,vould be
easy to construct machines in ,vhich, " by ·
· means of a moderate heat, and ,vithout
much expense," a more perfect vacuum
. could be produced than could be secured
by the use of gunpo,vder.
"
The first machine of Papin (Fig. 17)
H
,vas very similar to · the gunpowder-en
t
gine already described as the invention
of Huyghens. In place of gunpo,vder, a
small quantity of water is placed at the
A
A
bottom of the cylinder, A ; a fire is bu_ilt
beneath it, " the bottom being made · of
very thin metal," and the steam· formed
l'ro. 1r.-Papln's Engine. soon raises the piston, .B, to · the top,
,vhere a - latch, E, engaging a notch in
the piston-rod, H, holds it up until ·it is desired that it shall
·

1

" Acta E1·uditorum," Leipsic, 1690.
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drop. The fire being removed, the: steam condenses, and a
vacuum is formed belo,v the piston, and· · the latch, E, being
, disengaged, the piston is driven do,vn by the superincumbent
atmosphere and raises the weight which has been, meantime,
attached to a rope, ,L, passing . from the piston-rod over pul
leys, T T. The machine had a cylinder t,vo and a half inches
in diameter, and raised 60 pounds once a minute ; and
. Papin calculated that a machine of a little more than t,vo
feet diameter of cylinder and of four feet stroke ,vould raise
8,000 pounds four feet per minute-i. e., that it ,vould yield
. about one horse-po,ver.
The inventor claimed that tl1is ne,v machine would be
found useful in relieving mines from ,vater, in thro,ving
bombs, in ship-propulsion, attacl1ing revolving paddles-i. e.,
paddle-wheels-to the sidese.of the vessel, ,vhich 1-vheels ,vere
to be driven by several of his· engines, in order to secure
continuous motion, the piston-rods being fitted with racks
which ,vere to engage ratchet-,vl1eels on the paddle-shafts.e:
" The principal difficulty," he says, ans,vering antici
pated objections, " is that of making these large cylinders."
In a 1·eprint describing his invention, in 1695, Papin
gives a description of a " newly-invented furnace," a kind
·of fire-box. steam-boiler, in which the fire, completely sur1·ounded by water, makes steam so rapidly that his engine
could be driven at the rate of four strokes per minute by
the steam supplied by it.
Papin also · proposed the use of a peculiar form of furnace ,vith this engine, which, embodying as it . does some
suggestions that vei·y probably have since ·ebeene· attributed
to later inventors, deserves special notice. In this·efurnace,
Papin proposed to butn J1is fuel on a grate within a furnace
arranged with· a dou,n-dra,uglit, the air enterfng above the
grate, passing down through the ·fire; and from the ash-pit
through a side flue to the chimney. In · starting the fire,
th� coal ,vas laid on the grate, covered with ,vood·, and -the
latter was ignited, the flame, passing downward throug;h the
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. coal, igniting that in tu1·n,. and, as claimed
by Papin, the
.e
combustion ,vas complete, and the foremation of smoke was
entirely prevented. · Ile states, in " Acta Eruditorum,"
.that the heat was intense, the saving of fuel very great,
and that the only difficulty was to find a refractory mate
rial ,vhich ,vould ,vithstand the high temperature attained.
This is the nrst fire-box and flue boiler of ,vhich we have
record. The experiment is supposed to have led Papin to
suggest the use of a hot-:blast, as practised by Neilson more
. than a century later, for reducing metals from their ores.
Papin made another boiler having a flue winding through
-the water-space, and presenting a heating surface of near-·
ly 80 square feet. r.rhe . flue ·had a length of 2-:1 feet, and
.was about 10 inches square. It is not stated what ,vere
,the maximum pressures 9arried on these boilers ; but it
is known that Papin had used very high pressures in his
.digesters-probably bet,veen 1,200 and 1,500 pounds per
square inch.
In the year 1705, Leibnitz, then visiting England, had
seen a Savery engine, and, on his return, described it to .
Papin, sending him a sketch of the machine. . Papin 1·ead
the letter and exhibited the sketch to the Landgrave of
-Hesse, and Charles at once urged him to endeavor to perfect
his o,vn machine, and to continue the researches which hee·
bad been inte,·mittently pursuing since the earlier · machine
had been exhibited in public. ,
In a small pamphlet printed at Cassel in 1707, 1 Papin
describes a ne,v form of engine, in which be discards the
original plan of a modified Huyghens engine, with tight
fitting piston and cylinder, 1·aising its load by indirect ac
tion, and makes a modified Savery engine, ,vhich he calls
the " Elector's Engine," in honor of his patron. This is
the engine shown in the engraving, and as proposed to be
used by him in turning a ,vater-,vheel.
" Nouvelle maniere d'elever l'Eau par la Force du Feu, mis en Lu
·miere,,, pa1· D. Papin. Cassel, 1707.
· 1
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The sketch is that given by the inve:qtor in · his memoir. .
It consists (li,ig. 18) of a steam-boiler, a, from which steam is
. led through the_cock, c, to the ,vorking cylinder, n,. The water
beneath the floating-piston, Ii, ,vhich latter serves simply as
a cushion to protect the steam from sudden condensation or
contact with the ,vater, is forced into the vessel '>. 1·, which

I

F10.

..

18.-Papin's Engine and Wator-Wbeel,

A. D,

1707.

is a la1·ge air-chambe1·, and wh�ch serves to render the out
flow of water comparatively
uni£orm, and the discl1arge oc•
cu1·s by means of the :pipe ,q, from 1vl1ich the water rises to
the desired height. A fresh supply of water is introduced
through the funnel k, ��ter condensation of the steam in. n,
and the operation· of expulsion is repeated.
This machine is eviden.tly a retrogression, and Papin,
after having earned tl1e honor of having invented the first
steam-engine of the typical fo1m ,vhich has since become
so universally applied, forfeited that credit by his evident
ignorance of its superiority over existing devices, and by
attempting unsuccessfully to perfect the inferior device of
another inventor.
Subsequently, Papin made an attempt to apply the
steam•engine to the propulsion of vessels, the account of
which will be given in the chapter on Steam-Navigation.
Again disappointed, Papin once more visited England,

/
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t,,o 1·ene,v his- acquaintance ,vith the savans of the Royal
Society ; but Boy le had died during the pe1·iod which Pa
pin had spent in Germany, and the - unhappy and disheart
ened inventor and philosopher died in 1710, without having
seen any one of his many devices and ingenious inve11tions
a practical success.
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